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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a lens mech-

anism for a camera.

2. Description of the Prior Art :

• [0002] EP-A-0 344 806 discloses a zoom lens mech-
•'

: anism for a camera, comprising a first barrel unit fixed

: . to the camera; a second barrel unit fitted inside said first

barrel unit and movable out therefrom; a third barrel unit

fitted inside said second barrel unit and movable out

from said said second barrel unit; a fourth barrei unit

which is arranged so as to be movable; a fifth barrel unit

which is rotationaliy fixed with reference to said first bar-

rel unit and which is fitted inside a movable barrel of said

third barrei unit so as to be axiaily movable straight along

an optical axis at.an equal speed to that of said movable

barrel of said third barrei unit; a first and a second lens

unit commonly defining said optical axis, wherein said

first lens unit being fitted inside said fifth barrel unit while

being held to be movable along said optical axis, and

.said second lens unit being fitted inside said fourth bar-

rel unit while being held also to be movable along said

optical axis; and a driving, mechanism for moving said

second. to fifth barrel units out from said first barrel unit

at the same time, wherein said driving mechanism in-

cluding a first and a second mechanism provided for

moving said first and second lens units and powered

, and guided in common by the same relative rotational

movement of a movable barrel of said second or third

barrel units.

[0003] EP-A-0 497 383 discloses to provide in a: lens

mechanism comprising adjacent barrels which are mov-

able relative to each other and forming a gap therebe-

tween, a light intercepting member disposed in said gap

and formed by elastic material such as rubber.

[0004] In particular, lens shutter cameras are wide-

spread among the general public because of their com-

pactness and handiness. In recent years, a demand for

lens shutter cameras having higher functions has been

increasing, which has led to the development of a lens

shutter camera of a type provided with a zoom lens

mechanism.

[0005] Generally, a zoom lens mechanism includes a

stationary barrel fixed to the camera body, and a single

or two movable barrels fitted inside the stationary barrel.

In the stationary or the movable lens barrel, a first lens

unit and a second lens unit constituting a taking optical

system are movably incorporated through a lens driving

mechanism using a cam. The focal length is varied be-

tween the shortest and the longest focal length condi-

tions by increasing or decreasing the movement amount

of the movable barrel, and at least one of the first and

the second lens units is moved to change the relative

distance between the lens units, thereby performing fo-

cusing.

[0006] As lens shutter cameras in which such a zoom

5 lens mechanism is incorporated, the following have al-

ready been put into practice use: a zoom camera of a

two-barrel type having two barrels including one mova-

ble barrel where a single movable barrel is fitted inside

a stationary, barrel fixed .to the camera body; and a zoom
10 camera of a three-barrel type having three barrels in-

;

eluding two movable barrels where two movable, barrels

are fitted inside a stationary barrel so as to be succes-

sively movable out.

[0007] The lens driving mechanism of the former, cam-
.

is era is structured such that the first lens unit is driven by

a lead to move straight and the second lens unit is

moved out in accordance with the movement of the first

lens unit by a differential motion of the first lens unit and

the stationary barrei. The lens driving mechanism of the

20 latter camera.has two moving-out mechanisms for lens

units ; The first moving-out mechanism employs a mech-

anism to move out all the lens units by using cams, and

the second moving-out mechanism employs a mecha-

nism to move out the lens units by using a bottomed

25 cam. The bottomed cam is provided with cam grooves

for each of the first, the second and the third lens units.

[0008] In either of these conventional structures, how-

ever, it is extremely difficult to realize both a compact-
.

. ness and a high zoom ratio. Specifically, since the rriov-

30 ing-out amount of the movable barrel should.be large to

increase the zoom ratio, the dimension of one movable

barrel along the optical axis should be large in the three

• barrel structure like the latter one, not to mention- in the

two barrel structure like the former one.

35 [0009] . Forthis reason, when a zoom lens mechanism

having a high zoom ratio is mounted on a camera, it is",

difficult to contain within the thickness of the camera the

stationary barrel into which the movable barrels are re-

treated. Even if a perfect collapsible camera could be

40 realized, since the.camera should be of great bulk with

a great thickness, it would.be impossible to realize com-

pactness. Therefore, the size reduction of the cameras

embodying the above-described conventional struc-

tures is made by restraining the zoom ratio to low. Thus,

45 according to the conventional structures, zoom mecha-

nisms are realized which are functionally unsatisfactory

compared to zoom lens mechanisms mounted on sin-

gle-lens reflex cameras.

[001 0] An object of the present invention is to provide

a lens barrel mechanism for a camera and especially.for

a zoom lens mechanism which is compact and permits

easy handling by the user of the camera.

[0011] According to the present invention, this object

is attained by providing a lens barrel mechanism as

specified in claim 1

.

50 Summary of the invention.
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[001 2] Improvements thereof are specified in the sub-

claims being dependent on claim 1

.

[001 3] In such a lens barrel mechanism or zoom lens

barrel mechanism, respectively, movable barrels are

moved out from the first barrel unit fixed to the camera, 5

and focusing is performed by moving the first and sec-

ond lens units provided in movable barrels in accord-

ance with the variation of focal length. In such an ar-

rangement, even if the length of each of the movable

barrels is set so that all of the moveble barrels are 10

housed in the first barrel unit fixed to the camera, the

total moving-out amount of. the. movable barrels is re-

markably large. In particular, a high zoom ratio may be

obtained in a zoom lens mechanism according to the

present invention. 15

[0014] Furthermore, in view of the compactness of the

lens mechanism in the collapsed state, the necessary

thickness of the camera may be considerably small.

Thus, the lens mechanism according, to the present in-

vention, due to its compactness,, can be incorporated 20

also in a lens shutter camera.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] This and other objects and features of this in-
'25

vention will become dear from the following description,

taken in conjunction with the preferred embodiments

with reference to the accompanied drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is an exploded perspective view showing the 30

front half of a zoom mechanism according to an em-

bodiment of the present invention;

Fig, 2 is an exploded perspective view showing the

front half of the zoom mechanism viewed from the.

opposite side of Fig. I; 35

Fig. 3 is an exploded perspective view showing the

•rear half of the zoom mechanism;

Fig. 4 is an exploded perspective view showing the

rear half of the zoom mechanism which is partially

assembled; 40

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal side view showing a longest

focal length condition of the zoom lens mechanism;

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal side view showing a shortest

focal length condition of the zoom lens mechanism;

Fig. 7 is a longitudinal side view showing a col- ^
lapsed condition of the zoom lens mechanism;

Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a relationship

among the functions of members constituting a

zoom driving system;

Figs. 9A and 9B schematically show arrangements 50

of pulse encoders;

Fig. 1 0A is an exploded perspective view of a focus

shutter block;

Fig. 1 0B is an exploded perspective view of the fo-

cus shutter block viewed from a different direction 55

from Fig. 10A.

Fig. 11 is an exploded perspective view showing a

zoom driving gear and a finder driving gear;

Fig. 12 is a cross -sectional view showing a zoom

decentering preventing mechanism;

Fig. 13 is an exploded perspective view-showing an

arrangement for housing a flexible lead;

Fig. 1 4 is a perspective view showing a condition of

the housing before the flexible lead is fixed thereto;

Fig. 15 is an enlarged cross-sectional view showing

the position where a light intercepting ring- is ar-

ranged, and the structure of the light intercepting
.

ring;

Fig. 1 6 is a sectional view showing bottomed cams;

Fig. 17 is a development view showing the bot-

tomed cams;

Fig. 18 is an exploded perspective view showing a-

flare cutter;

Fig. 19 is an exploded perspective view showing a

second lens frame pushing mechanism; and

Fig. 20 is an exploded perspective view showing a

light intercepting cover.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0016] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present In-

vention will be described in detail with reference to the

drawings. Fig. 1 is a partially exploded view showing the

front half of a zoom moving-out mechanism according
-

to the embodiment of the present invention. Fig; 2 is-

a

partially exploded view showing the front half- of the:

mechanism viewed from the opposite side.of "Fig.- 1,:. Fig.

3 is an exploded view of the rear half of the<zoom mov- •

ing-out mechanism. Fig. 4 shows a partially assembled

condition of the rear half of. the mechanism. Figs. 5,"6

and 7 are cross-sectional views showing :a- longestfocal

length condition, a shortest focal length condition and a.

collapsed condition of the embodiment of the present

invention, respectively. Fig. 8 shows a .relationship

among the functions of members constituting the zoom

moving-out mechanism.

[0017] The zoom lens mechanism shown in these fig-

ures is to be incorporated in a lens shutter camera and

includes a stationary barrel 1 constituting a first barrel

unit, a zoom driving ring 2 constituting a second barrel

unit which is movable out from the stationary.barrel 1 , a

lead barrel 3 which is a first movable barrel, a zoom cam

ring 4 constituting a third barrel unit which is movable

out from the zoom driving ring 2, a barrel 5 which is a

second movable barrel, and a barrel 6 constituting a

fourth barrel unit which is movable out from the zoom

cam ring 4. The three barrel units (second to fourth bar-

rel units) are moved out from the stationary barrel 1 con-

stituting the first barrel unit.

[0018] Reference numeral 7 represents a first lens

frame for holding a first lens unit 7a including two lens

elements G1 and G2. Reference numeral 8 represents

a second lens frame for holding a second lens unit 8a

including two lens elements G3 and G4. The first lens

frame 7 is attached inside the barrel 6, while the second

3
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lens frame 8 is movably attached inside the barrel 5. A

shutter unit 9 and a focusing unrt 10 which constitute a

block 3 are fixed inside the barrel 6 together with the

first lens frame 7.

[001 9] Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, the stationary barrel 5

1 is fixed inside. a camera body A. The zoom driving ring

-2 is rotatably attached inside the stationary barrel 1 . The

lead barrel 3 is held to be movable along the optica! axis.

Specifically, a lead follower 2a is formed on the periph-

ery of the rear end of the zoom driving ring 2. The lead

-follower 2a engages with a spiral lead guide 1a" formed

on the inner surface of the stationary barrel 1 . The lead

follower 2a slidingiy moves along the lead: guide 1a to

move the zoom driving ring 2 while rotating.

• [0020] Referring to Figs. 3 and 5, the lead barrel 3 is

fitted in the zoom driving ring 2. On the periphery of the

rear end thereof, a flange 3a is formed to protrude along

the diameter. The fiange 3a is bayonet-connected with

a claw 2b formed at the rear end of the zoom driving ring

2, so that the lead barrel 3 is rotatably fitted in the zoom 20

driving ring 2 while being prevented from falling off.

. [0021] Under this engagement condition, a sliding

protrusion 3b formed on the periphery of the rear end of

the lead barrel 3 engages with a guide member (not

shown) formed on the inner surface of the stationary 25

barrel 1 , so that the lead barrel 3 moves straight along

the optical axis at an equal speed to that of the zoom

driving ring 2 while its rotation is inhibited by the station-

ary barrel 1

.

[0022] Referring to Figs. 1 and 3, a bending lead hole 30

3c is formed in the side wall of trie lead barrel 3, and a

groove 2c is formed in the inner surface of the zoom

driving ring 2. The zoom cam ring 4 is fitted in the lead

barrel 3. Under this condition, an all unit guiding pin 11

screwed in the periphery of the zoom cam ring 4 slidably 35

engages with the groove 2c of the zoom driving. ring 2

through the bending lead hole 3c of the lead barrel 3, so

that the zoom cam ring 4 is moved along the optical axis

while being rotated as the all unit guiding pin- 11 moves

along the groove 2c and the bending lead 3c. *o

[0023] Referring to Figs. 3 and 5, the barrel 5 is fitted

in the zoom cam ring 4 while being bayonet-connected

therewith. While the bayonet-connected portion is not

shown, the structure thereof is similar to that of the con-

nection between the lead barrel 3 and zoom driving ring

2. A protrusion 5a is formed at the rear end of the barrel

5. The protrusion 5a engages with a guide 3d formed at

the inner surface of the lead barrel 3, so that the barrel

5 moves straight along the optical axis at an equal speed

to that of the zoom cam ring 4 while its rotation is inhib- so

ited by the lead barrel 3.

[0024] Referring to Figs. 2 and 5, the lead barrel 6 in-

tegrally hold the shutter unit 9 and the focus unit 1 0 with

a flange 6a formed on the inner surface of the front end

thereof. Reference numeral 1 2 represents a barrier unit 55

provided at the front surface side of the fiange 6a. The

barrier unit 1 2 opens and closes in response to the zoom
driving system when the zoom lens mechanism is col-

lapsed, and protects the frontJens element Gt of the

first lens unit 7a when the zoom lens mechanism is not

used.

[0025] Referring to Figs. 16 and 17, on the entire inner

surface of the zoom cam ring 4, first cams 4a and sec-

ond cams 4b are alternately arranged to divide the inner,

surface into six equal zones. The structures of the cams

4a and 4b will be described later.

[0026] Referring to Figs..3 and 5, first unit guiding pins

13 are pressed into the periphery, of the rear end of the

barrel 6. The first unit guiding pins 13 engage with the

first cams 4a formed on the inner surface of the zoom-,

cam ring 4. In the inner surface of the barrel'6, a groove

(not shown) is formed. The groove engages with a rib'

5b formed on the periphery of the front end of. the barrel

5. With this engagement, the rotation of the non-illus-

trated groove is regulated by the rib 5b and the first unit

guiding pins 13 move along the first cams 4a, so that

the barrel 6 moves straight along the optical axis.

[0027] The second lens frame 8 is fitted in the barrel

5 while being held thereby to be movable along the op-

tical axis. Specifically, second unit guiding pins 14 are

formed to protrude from the periphery of the second lens

frame 8. The second unit guiding pins 14 engage with

the second cams 4b of the zoom cam ring 4 through a

long and narrow hole 5c formed in the barrel 5, so that

the second lens frame 8 is moved straight along the op-

tical axis as the second unit guiding pins 14 moves along

the hole 5c and the second cam 4b. The structure of

attachment of the second lens frame 8 to the barrel 5'

will be described later in detail.

[0028] To the periphery of the rear end of the. zoom

driving ring. 2, a large-diameter driving gear 15 is at-

tached. The driving gear 1 5 engages with a small-diam-

eter zoom driving gear 16 located at the end of a zoom

speed reduction system and transmits a driving force of

a zoom motor (not shown) provided in the camera body

A to the zoom moving-out mechanism through the zoom
driving system. The zoom driving gear 16 is formed to

be longer along the axis so as to always engage with

the driving gear 15 moved backward and forward by the

movement of the zoom driving ring 2. The structure of

the zoom driving gear 1 6 will be described later in detail.

[0029] Subsequently, an operation of the zoom mov-

ing-out mechanism having the above-described four-

barrel-unit structure having three movable barrel units

will be described with reference to Fig. 8. First, the driv-

ing force of the zoom motor is transmitted from the zoom
driving system to the zoom driving ring 2 through the

zoom driving gear 16 located at the end of the zoom
driving system and the large-diameter driving gear 15.

Receiving the driving force, the lead follower 2a is guid-

ed along the lead 1a of the stationary barrel 1 , so that

the zoom driving ring 2 is moved out along the .optical-

axis while rotating along the spiral path of the lead guide

1a. The driving gear 15 of the zoom driving ring 2 and

the tooth-shaped surface of the zoom driving gear 16

transmit the driving force while sliding along the optical

10
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axis.

[0030] By the forward movement of the zoom driving

ring 2, the lead barrel 3 is moved straight along the op-

tical axis at an equal speed to that of the zoom driving

ring 2 while its rotation is inhibited by the stationary-bar-

rel 1 . The zoom cam ring 4 is moved forward along the

optical axis while being rotated as the all unit guiding pin

11 moves along the groove 2c of the zoom driving ring

2 and the bending lead hole 3c of the lead barrel 3. The

barrel 5 moves straight along the optical axis at an equal.
.

speed to that of the lead barrel 3 while its rotation is in-

hibited by the lead barrel 3.

[0031] The zoom cam ring 4.moves, while rotating'and

the barrei 5 moves straight, thereby driving the focus

shutter block B and the second lens frame 8 holding the

second lens unit 8a. In this case, since the first cams 4a

for moving the focus shutter block B and the second

cams 4b for moving the second lens frame 8 are inte-

grally formed on the- inner surface of the zoom cam-ring

4, the drive transmitting system branches at the zoom

cam ring 4 to the focus shutter block B and to the second

lens frame 8. •> •

[0032] The focus shutter block B operating integrally

with the barrel 6 moves forward as the barrel 6 moves,

.

by receiving the driving force of the zoom cam ring 4,

aiong the optical axis while its rotation is inhibited by the

barrel 5. The second lens frame 8 is moved straight

along the optical axis as the second unit guiding pin 14

moves along the hole Scand the-second canr4b. When

zooming is performed in this manner, by driving the lens

barrel from a shorter focal length condition to a ionger

focal length condition, the first iens unit 7a and. the sec-

ond lens unit 8a move forward wh ite varying the distance

therebetween.

[0033] In the zoom lens mechanism according to this

embodiment having the basic structure described

above, the zoom ratio is approximately .2.9 : 1 in the

longest focal length condition shown in Fig. 5 where all

the barrel units are moved out and in the shortest focal

length condition shown in Fig. 6 where the barrels are

moved out by a minimum amount for photographing. On

the contrary, in conventional arrangements, the zoom

ratio is approximately 2 : 1 at the most. Thus, in the ar-

rangement according to this embodiment, the zoom ra-

tio is remarkably high compared to conventional ar-

rangements.

[0034] As shown in Fig. 7, in order that the total length

of the zoom lens mechanism is smaller than that at the

shortest focal length- condition when the zoom lens

mechanism is not used, ail the barrel units are collapsed

and housed in the stationary barrel 1 incorporated in the

camera body A. Reference designation 1c represents a

collapsed end stopper provided at the rear end of the

stationary barrel.

[0035] In the four-barrel-unit, three-movable-barrel-

unit zoom lens mechanism as described above, each

barrel unit should carefully be structured because of the

greater number of barrel units. Hereinafter, structures of

this embodiment which are largely different from those

of conventional arrangements will be described.

[0036] Referring to Fig, 15, there is shown the ar-

rangement and structure of a light intercepting rubber

s ring. In zoom lens mechanisms, it is necessary to ar-

range light intercepting members at the front ends of the

• barrels constituting the lens barrel, in this embodiment,

since a greater number of barrel units is provided to re-

alize a compact zoom moving-out mechanism, the

10 spaces are- largely restricted for arranging light inter-

cepting ring 17, 18 and 19 to.be arranged at the front

ends of the barrels, i.e. the stationary barrel 1 ,
the zoom

driving:ring 2, the zoom cam-ring 4 and the barrel 8, re-

spectively.

is [0037] Therefore, in this embodiment, it is difficult to

use for the light intercepting rings. conventional materi-

als such as a silk fiber to which surface a rubber coat is

• applied or a Teflon (trademark)-made sheet, since they

cannot be arranged in the restricted spaces. For this

20 reason, the light intercepting rings 17 to 19 of the

present invention are rubber parts formed by compres-

sion-molding a silicone rubber material rich in elasticity

and moldability. The excellent elasticity of the rubber ef-

fectively restrains the decentering of each barrei.

25 [0038] : To achieve their main object, light interception,

the light intercepting rings 1 7 to 1 9 are made of a black

rubber material, which is formed into a lip shape having

a configuration and- dimensions- fitted for the, space in.

which it is arranged, thereby absorbing to the utmost the .

30 nonuniformity of dimensions among the. stationary bar-

rel 1 , the zoom driving ring 2, the zoom cam ring 4 and

the barrel 6 and preventing the leakage of light due to

the existence of extraneous substances.

[0039] The accuracy of attachment position is im-

35 proved by. forming a step portion on each of the. light

intercepting rings 17,18 and 1 9 and each of the station-

ary barrei 1 , the zoom driving ring 2, the zoom cam ring

4 and the barrel 6 to which the rings 17, 18 and 19 are

set. In Fig. 15, reference designations' S1 ,
S2 and S3

40 represent the step portions.

[0040] More specifically, the light intercepting ar-

rangement for a space between the stationary barrel 1

and the zoom driving ring 2 is as follows: The peripheral

surface of the intercepting ring 1 7 including the step por-

45 tion S1 is fixed by a silicone bond to a ring member 20a

attached to an end of the periphery of the stationary bar-

rel 1 , the outer surface of a strip portion of the light in-

tercepting ring 17 is held by being pressed by a plane

ring member 20b attached to the inner side surface of

50 an aperture flange Aa of the camera body A, and the

inner surface of the light intercepting ring 1 7 is pressed

against the periphery of the zoom driving ring 2.

[0041 ] The light intercepting arrangement for a space

between the zoom driving ring 2 and the zoom cam ring

55 4 is as follows: The peripheral surface of the light inter-

cepting ring 18 including the step portion S2 is fixed to

the zoom driving ring 2 by a silicone bond, thereby fixing

the light intercepting ring 18 to the driving ring 2. The

5
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inner surface of the light intercepting ring 1 8 is pressed

against the periphery of the zoom cam ring 4.

[0042] The light intercepting arrangement for a space

- between the zoom cam ring 4 and the barrel 6 is as fol-

lows: The peripheral surface of the light intercepting ring 5

1 9 including the step portion S3 is fixed to the zoom cam
ring 4 by a silicone bond, thereby fixing the light inter-

cepting ring 19 to the cam ring 4. The inner surface of

trie light intercepting ring 18 is pressed against the pe- •

r.iphery of the barrei 6. Since the light intercepting rings 10

i

-1 7 to 1 9 are of flange configurations having the step por-

tions S1 to S3, respectively, the. positional accuracy at.

.

the time of attachment is guaranteed, and the assem-'

bling capability is improved.

[0043] In addition, since the zoom movement amount 1$

is. large, the pressure angles of the first and second

cams 4a and 4b are high, so that it is inevitable that the

zoom torque is mechanically high as shown in Figs. 16

and 17. For this reason, if the sliding resistances of the

light intercepting rings 17 to 19 are great, the time re- 20

quired for zoom driving and the driving noise caused by

zooming increases. To prevent this, special coat of flu-

orine is applied to the sliding surfaces of the rubber

made rings 1 7 to 19 and the barrels.

[0044] Figs. 10A and 10B are exploded views of the 25

focus shutter block 3. The focus shutter block B includes

the shutter unit 9 and the focus unit 1 0 integrally formed

at the front surface side of the unit 9, and is provided in.

the barrel 6.

[0045] Referring to Fig. 10A, the focus unit 10 is as- 30

sembled in the following manner: The first lens frame 7

is fitted in the center of a focus base member 21 ,. and a

washer 22 and a compression- spring 23 are fitted

around a cylindrical boss 21 b formed on the focus base

member 21 . Then, a helicoid presser plate 24 of ring 35

form is set at the front surface of the focus base member
24, and the presser plate 24 is screwed to the focus base

member 21 by a screw 25.

[0046] Referring to Fig. 10B, the shutter unit 9 is fixed

to the focus unit 1 0 by setting a shutter base member 40

26 at the rear surface side of the focus base member
21 and by driving a screw from the front surface side of

the focus base member 21 through a cylindrical boss

26a formed to protrude from the shutter base member
26. 45

[0047] The shutter base member 26 is provided with

an AF motor 28 for driving an automatic focusing mech-

anism. The AF motor 28 is connected through a flexible

printed circuit lead 29 to a driving circuit (not shown) pro-

vided in the camera body A. An output gear axis 2Ba of so

the AF motor 28 faces the front surface of the focus base

member 21.

[0048] The first lens frame 7 is provided with an en- •

gagement member 7b protruding from the periphery of.

the frame 7. The engagement member 7b engages with 55

a guide 21 c provided at the focus base member 21 . Be-

tween the first lens frame 7 and the focus base member
21, a helicoid (not shown) is provided on the inner di-

10

ameter side and a female helicoid 30 having a gear 30a

is provided on the outer diameter side. They are fixed

to the focus base member 21 along the optical axis. The

helicoid of the female helicoid 30 is linked with a helicoid

(not shown) provided on the outer diameter side of the

first lens frame 7. Reference designation 2 1 d represents

a focus light intercepting member.provided at the focus

base member 21

.

[0049] Since the helicoid for focusing is pushed

against the helicoid of the female helicoid 30 in one di-

rection by the compression, spring-23,. the influence of

the backlash caused at the linked portion .of.the helicoids.

.
is removed, so that the focusing accuracy increases..-

Since the first lens unit 7a is moved straight, the optical

performance is not largely varied due to the moving out

for focusing.

f [0050] In this arrangement, the AF motor 28 is rotated

by the electric power supplied from the driving circuit

through the flexible lead 29. This driving of the AF motor

28 rotates the female helicoid 30 through a speed re-

duction gear chain including the gear axis 28a and the

gear 30a. By the rotation of the female helicoid 30, the

first lens barrel 7 is moved straight along the optical axis

while its rotation is inhibited by the guide 21 c of the focus

base member 21
,
thereby performing focusing.

[0051] To detect a zooming position of the taking lens,

a pulse encoder 31 and a photointerrupter 33 are pro-,

vided for monitoring a movement amount of the first lens

frame 7. The encoder. 31 is incorporated in the focus.-

base member 21 and has a rotary disk 32 at the rear

end of its gear axis 31 a and an encoder gear 31b at.the

tip ofthegearaxis31a. The rotary disk 32 has a number

of slits 32a.along its circumference. The encoder gear

31b engages with the outer diameter gear 30a of the

female helicoid 30 through a different member from the

speed reduction system.

[0052] In the two-phase photointerrupter 33, one light

projecting device (not shown) and two light receiving de-

vices (not shown) are arranged to be opposite to each

,
other with the rotary disk 32 of the encoder 31 between.-

By the rotation of the rotary disk 32, light from the light

projecting device is intermittently incident on a light re-

ceiving portion through the slits 32a, and the incident

light is photoelectrically converted by the light receiving

portion.

[0053] As well known, in such a two-phase photoin-

terrupter 33, since for one pulse encoder 31 and one

light projecting device, two light receiving devices are

arranged so that the phase of the output signal of one

device is delayed from that of the other, the timing of

light incidence on the light receiving devices do not co-

incide with each other, i.e. a predetermined phase- dif-

ference is generated between the output pulses. The dif-

ference in phase enables the sensing of the direction of

rotation (the direction of focusing driving) and chatter-

ing.

[0054] in this arrangement, the female helicoid 30 is

rotated in either direction by the rotation of the AF motor

EP 0 634 680 B1
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28. The rotation of the helicoid 30 is transmitted to the

encoder gear 31b to rotate the rotary disk 32. The rota-

tion of .the disk 32 is picked up and monitored by the

two-phase photointerrupter 33. In this case, since the

encoder gear 31a of the puise encoder 31 directly en- 5

gages with the outer gear 30a of the female helicoid 30,

.the sensing error components generated mainly by

backlash of the speed reduction gear chain is made min-

imum. As a result, the control is performed highly accu-

rately. 10

[0055] A conventional detecting means employing a

zone focusing method also uses an encoder and a pho-

,

tointerrupter. In this case, however, as shown in Fig. 9B,

since the encoder is provided to branch off from the fo-

cus driving gear system and since the first lens frame 7 15

is fastened by a ratchet mechanism after an error ob-

tained by a calculation is corrected, the control accuracy

is limited, for example, by the influence ofbacklash gen-

erated between the gears.

[0056] In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 9A, the 20

focus driver (female helicoid 30) is provided with the en-

coder gear 31a separately from the driving system, and

the control of the moving-out mechanism for focusing is

'

performed through a pulse control by use of the two-

phase photointerrupter 33. In controlling the moving. out 25

for focusing from the nearest side to infinity with this ar-

rangement, an extremely finely divided control (e.g. ap-

proximately 428 pulses) is enabled.

[0057] Figs. 13 and 14 show an arrangement for

housing the flexible lead 29 for shutter control. The shut- 30

ter unit 9 is connected through the flexible lead 29 to the

driving circuit provided in the camera body A.

[0058] Conventionally, the flexible lead is arranged

through the lens barrel. In the conventional arrange-

ment, since the moving-out amount of the lens from the 35

longest to the shortest focal length conditions is small,

the loose portion of the lead is housed in a space be-

tween the barrels constituting the lens barrel at a shorter

focal length condition. However, in an arrangement like,

that of the present invention where the moving-out 40

amount of the lens is very large and the size reduction

is required, since in the barrels, there is not enough

space to house the flexible lead, a new arrangement is

required for arranging the flexible lead.

[0059] In this embodiment, to realize a compact lens 45

barrel, the portion in which the flexible lead 29 is housed

is provided outside the lens barrel. After drawn from the

vicinity of the inner surface of the barrel 6, as shown in

Figs. 3 and 5, the flexible lead 29 passes through a guide

hole 34a and a guide stay 35 provided at a reinforcing so

ring 34 of the lead barrel 3 and a guide hole 35 at the.

front of the barrel 5, and is curved into the stationary

barrel 1 so that its middle portion is held by a flexible

lead housing 37 of square pillar form. After drawn from

the flexible lead housing 37, the flexible lead 29 is con- 55

nected to the driving circuit.

[0060] Referring to Fig. 1 3, reference numeral 38 rep-

resents a clip board. In the center of the clip board 38,

a U-shaped flexible lead pushing means 39 is provided

which is pushed toward the surface of the board 38 by

a coil spring 39a.

[0061 ] A portion of the flexible lead 29 which is housed

in the flexible lead housing 37 is bent. The bent portion

29a is arranged on the clip board 38 while being put

through the flexible lead pushing means 39, and its end

is held by bending a holding member 38a provided at

the other end of the clip board 38. Thereby, a pushing
• force is provided to the flexible lead 29 by the working

of the spring of the flexible pushing means 39 to loosen

the lead 29 in the lens barrel.

.' [0062] Thus, the clip board attached to the bent por-

,

tion 29a of the flexible lead 29 is housed in the flexible

lead housing 37 together with a clip bending member
40. Under this housing condition, the clip board 38 and

the bent portion 29a of the flexible lead 29 are prevented

from failing off in the flexible lead housing 37 by the clip

bending member 40, When the zoom lens mechanism

is collapsed, as shown in Fig. 7, the flexible lead 29 is

housed in a dead space C between the cylindrical sta-

tionary barrel 1 and the camera body A while being

curved by receiving the pushing force from the flexible

lead pushing member 39 without being loosened.

[0063] in this arrangement, since the flexible lead 29

is pushed by a spring, it is smoothly housed in the dead

space C without being loosened. Since the flexible lead

29 is pushed in the dead space C in: accordance with

zooming, no driving source specifically for housing the.

lead 29 in the space C is required. Since the intermedi-

ate guide members for the flexible lead 29 are provided

at the reinforcing ring 34 and the barrel 5, the flexible

iead 29 is surely prevented from intruding into the effec-

tive optical path by being loosened in the lens barrel.

[0064]- Referring to Fig, 15 and 17, there are shown

the bottomed cams formed on the inner surface of the

zoom cam ring 4. Fig. 16 is a sectional view, and Fig..

17 is a development view. In a conventional arrange-

ment, the cams of the zoom cam ring are formed to per-

forate the side wall of the cam ring. In this embodiment,

however, to reduce the size, the first and second cams

4a and 4b are bottomed cam grooves formed not to per-

forate the zoom cam ring 4 from the inner diameter por-

tion along the thickness. With this structure, the strength

of the zoom cam ring 4 is greater than in the conven-

tional arrangement where the cam holes are formed.

[0065] A total of six cams are formed consisting of

three first cams 4a and three second cams 4b alternate-

ly arranged at equal spaces along the circumference.

The cone angles of the cam grooves are 70°. On the

.inner surface of the zoom cam ring 4, a parting line of

the metallic mold is formed at the time of molding. The

accuracy is improved by controlling the operation of the

zoom cam ring 4 so that the first unit guiding pins 13 and

the second unit guiding pins 14 are not caught by the

parting line.

[0066] The first cams 4a and the second cams 4b are

formed to include a zooming cam portion and a collaps-
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ing cam portion integrated with each other. Specifically,

the collapsing cam portion is formed on an extension of

the zooming cam portion. With this structure, the same

driving system is used for driving at the time of zoom

moving out and for driving at the time of collapse. By the

combination with the lens barrel consisting of three bar-

rel units, the distance between the first and second lens

units 7a and 7b and the distance between the second

lens unit 8a and the film surface are minimum when the

zoom mechanism is collapsed, thereby realizing com-

pactness.

[0067] Referring to Fig. 11 , there is shown an attach-

ment of the zoom driving gear 1.6 and a finder driving

gear 41 to the stationary barrel 1 . As well known, a zoom

finder (not shown) is incorporated in a zoom camera

since it is necessary to vary the field of the finder in ac-

cordance with the. zooming of the lens. In this embodi-

ment, a long gear like the zoom driving gear 16 is used

as the finder driving gear 41 linked with a lens driving

system of the finder. The finder driving gear 41 is .held

by the periphery of the stationary barrel 1

.

[0068] In these gear driving systems, when the driving

gear 15 of the zoom driving ring 2 which is an input side

gear is the long gear, the gear section becomes visible

from the outside when the zoom lens mechanism is

moved out. For this reason, a long gear having a thick

tooth. is used as the zoom driving gear 16 which .is an

output side gear engaging with the driving-gear 15, and

a gear having a thin tooth is used as the driving gear 1 5.

The finder driving gear 41 has the same problem.

[0069] The zoom driving gear 1 6 and the finder driving

gear 41 which are output side gears are fixed along the

optical axis to move the input side gear. When the input

gear is moved, the teeth thereof slip on the teeth of.the

output side gears while always engaging therewith.

Thus, the driving torque is transmitted.

[0070] Specifically, bearings 42 and 43 are provided

on the periphery of the stationary barrel 1 along the cir-

cumference at positions of different phases. At the bear-

ings 42 and 43, the zoom driving gear 1 6 and the finder

driving gear 41 are arranged on the same axes, and

gear axes 1 6a and 41 a are inserted therethrough to at-

tach the zoom.driving gear 1 6 and the finder driving gear

41 to the stationary barrel 1

.

[0071 ]
Referring to Fig. 1 2, there is shown a zoom de-

centering preventing mechanism. When the lens barrel

is moved out for zooming by a gear transmission mech-

anism constituted by the driving gear 15 of the zoom

driving ring 2 and the zoom driving gear 1 6, the pressure

from the zoom driving gear 1 6 is applied along the nor-

mal of the pressure angie of the driving gear 1 5, so that

the lens barrel is pushed in a direction such that the

gears 15 and 16 are disengaged. Specifically, the zoom

driving ring 2 is decentered relative to the stationary bar-

rel 1 to increase the distance between the axes of the

gears 15 and 16, so that the teeth of the gears 15 and

1 6 may not correctly engage with each other in the zoom

mechanism to cause zoom swing.

[0072] To prevent this, in this embodiment, an arm

member 44 is formed to protrude from the periphery of

the lead barrel 3 which is located opposite to the zoom

driving gear 1 6, and a hook 44a formed at an end of the

5 arm member 44 is engaged with an opening 1b of the .

stationary barrel 1 while the arm member 44 is inserted

in the opening 1 b, thereby maintaining the positional re-

lationship between the stationary barrel 1 and the zoom

driving ring 2 constant against the pressure from the

10 zoom driving gear 16.

[0073] Referring to Fig. 1 8, there is shown a flare cut-

ter 45. The flare cutter 45 includes a frame 45b.having

an angular window 45a,. and an engagement arm 45c

protruding from the periphery of the frame 45b. The flare

15 cutter 45 is attached to the front aperture of the barrel 5 .

by engaging the engagement arm 45c with an engage-

ment member 5d.

[0074] In this embodiment, since the flare cutter 45 is

formed by plastic molding, it can be brought into close

20 contact with the lens to achieve a highly effective flare

preventing configuration, and the portion which is fixed

to the lens barrel, i.e. the engagement arm 45c can-be

formed integrally with the frame 45b.

[0075] Referring to Fig. 1 9, there is shown an arrange-

rs ment forpushing the second lens frame 8. The second

lens frame 8 includes a frame member 46 for. holding

the second lens unit 8a, and a light intercepting plate

47. At the periphery of the frame^member 46, three.pin

holes 46a for admitting.the second unit guiding-pins 14

30 are formed in a radial direction at positions to divide the

circumference into three equal zones. At the light inter-

cepting plate 47, three plate-springs 47a are formed to

extend along the circumference or the tangential line at

positions to divide the circumference into three equal.

35 parts.

[0076] The light intercepting plate 47 engages with

the frame member 46 while the working ends of the plate

springs 47a correspond to the pin holes 46a. The frame

member 46 to which the light intercepting plate 47 is at-

40 tached is inserted, into the barrel 5 so that the pin holes

46a correspond to the holes 5c, and the second unit

guiding pins 14 are inserted through the holes 5c into

the pin holes 46a, thereby the second lens frame 8 is

attached to the barrel 5.

45 [0077] The second unit guiding pins 1 4 are taper, and

each has a caught portion 14a at its base end. When

the second unit guiding pins 14 are inserted in the pin

holes 46a, the caught portions 14a are caught by Li-

shaped grooves 47b of the plate springs 47a. With this

so arrangement, the second unit guiding pins 14 are

pressed against the second cams 4b formed on the in-

ner surface of the zoom cam ring 4 while being pushed

outside along the diameter by the piate springs 47a, and

since the second unit guiding pins 14 which are taper

55 exert centripetal force while moving, the generation of

backlash is effectively prevented. As a result, the posi-

tional accuracy of the lens improves. Since the piate

spring 47a is formed integrally with the light intercepting

8
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plate 47 by press molding, the manufacturing cost is re-

duced. By using as the first unit guiding pin 13 a taper

pin having a slanting end like the second unit guiding

pin 14, the first and second cams 4a and 4b of the zoom

cam ring 4 and the guiding pins 11,13 and 1 4 are pro-

vided with centripetal force.

[0078] Referring to Fig. 20, there is shown a light in-

tercepting arrangement of the focus shutter block B.

Since there are a number of minute gaps in the focus

shutter block B having a complicated structure as shown

in Figs. 10A and 10B, it is very difficult to obtain.an ef-

fective light intercepting capability by intercepting light

by using a light intercepting tape for every necessary

portion. For this reason, in'lhis embodiment, the focus

shutter block B is completely light-intercepted by cover-

ing it with a light intercepting cover 48 made of a metal.

The light intercepting cover 48 is formed, for example,

by deep drawing molding and black matte finish

processing of an aluminum plate with a thickness of- 0.3

to 0.2mm.

[0079] As described above, according to the zoom

lens mechanism of the present embodiment provided

with a first lens unit, a second lens unit, a stationary bar-

rel fixed in the camera body, a first movable barrel at-

tached in the stationary barrel to be movable out, a sec-

ond movable barrel attached in the first movable barrel

to be movable out and a third movable barrel attached

in the second movable barrel to be movable out wherein

the firsMens.unit is held in thethird movable barrel to be

movable and the second lens unit is. held in the first or

second movable barrel to be movable, even if the length

of each of the movable barrels is set so that ail of the

three movable barrels are housed.in the stationary bar-

rel, the total moving-out amount of the. three movable

barrels is remarkably large compared to conventional

arrangements. As a result, a high zoom raiio is obtained.

[0080] Further, when a collapsible structure is em-

ployed, the necessary thickness of the camera is much

smaller. As a result, a-zoom lens mechanism is realized

which has a high zoom ratio but is very compact and

can be incorporated in a lens shutter camera.

[0081] By reducing the number of lens elements, the

size of the camera along the optical axis is reduced by

arranging the lenses to be close to each other, and the

three movable barrels are nested. As a result, the zoom

lens mechanism which is thin when collapsed is real-

ized.

[0082] While in the above-described embodiment, the

present invention is employed in a so-called lens shutter

camera, i.e. a camera where the shutter is provided' in

the lens barrel, the present invention is not limited to a

specific shutter type; the present invention may be em-

ployed in a camera provided with a focal plane shutter.

[0083] Obviously, many modifications and variations

of the present invention are possible in light of the above

teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the

scope of the appended claims, the invention may be

practiced other than as specifically described.

Claims
t

1 . A lens barrel mechanism for a camera, comprising

5 a first lens unit (7a) and a second lens unit (8a)

arranged along a common optical axis;

a first barrel unit (1) which can be fixed to the

camera so as to be stationary;

a second barrel unit (2, 3^'fitted inside said first

10 barrel unit (1 ) so as to be movable out from. said

first barrel unit axially in a straight line along
*

said optical axis;

a third barrel unit (4, 5) fitted inside said second

barrel unit (2, 3) so as to be movable out from-

15 said second barrel unit axially in a straight line

along said optical axis, said third barrel unit (4,

5) holding said second lens unit (8a);

a fourth barrel unit (6) fitted inside said third bar-

rel unit (4, 5) so as to be:movable out from said

20 third barrel unit axially in a straight line aiong

said optical axis, said fourth barrel unit holding

said first lens unit (7a); and

a driving mechanism for moving said third bar-

rel unit (4, 5) out from said second barrel unit

25 (2, 3) and for moving said fourth barrel unit. (6)

out from said third barrel unit (4, 5) at the same

time as said second barrel (2, 3) is. moved out

from said first barrel unit (1);

wherein said driving mechanism, includes a first

30 mechanism (4a, 5b, 13) moving- said, first lens

unit (7a) held in said fourth barrel- unit (6) along .

the optical' axis, and a.second mechanism (4b,

5c, 14) moving said second lens unit (8a) held

in said third barrel unit (4, 5) along the optical

35 axis, said first and second mechanisms, being -

. interconnected to said third barrel unit (4, 5)

such that said first and second mechanisms are

powered and guided in common upon said

movement of said third barrel unit (4, 5) out from

40 said second barrel- unit (2, 3).

2. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claim 1

,

wherein said third barrel unit (4, 5) comprises a first

barrel (4) and a second barrel (5) which is movable

45 together with said first barrel (4) and is rotatable with

respect to said first barrel (4), wherein said rotation-

al movement of said second barrel (5) relative to

said first barrel (4) causes moving of said first and

second lens units (7a, 8a).

50

3. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claim 2,

wherein said first mechanism (4a, 5b, 13) compris-

es first cam means (4a) provided at said first barrel

(4) of said third barrel unit (4, 5), first pin means (1 3)

55 provided at said fourth barrel unit (6) and engaging

said first cam means (4a), and rib means (5b) pro-

vided, at said second barrel (5) of said third barrel

unit (4, 5) and engaging groove means provided at
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said second barrels) of said third barrel unit (4, 5).

4. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claim 2 or

3, wherein said second mechanism (4b, 5c, 14)

comprises second cam means (4b) provided at said

first barrel (4) of said third barrel unit (4, 5), second

pin means (14) connected to said first lens means

(8a) and engaging said, second cam means (4b),

and elongated hole meansprovided at said second

barrel (5) of said third barrel. unit (4, 5) and pene-

trated by said second pin means (14).

5. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claims 3 and

4
(
wherein said first and second cam means (4a,

4b) are alternately arranged at an inner surface of

said first barrel (4) of said third barrel unit (4, 5).

6. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claim 5,

wherein said first and second cam means (4a, 4b)

are formed by bottomed cams.

7. ~A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in any of the

preceding claims, wherein light intercepting means

(17,18,1 9) -formed by compression molding are re-

spectively provided in each of a gap between said

first barrel unit (1) and said said second barrel unit

(2, 3), a gap between said second barrel unit (2, 3)

and said third barrel unit (4, 5), and a gap between

said third barrel unit (4, 5) and said fourth movable

barrel unit (6).

8. A lens barrel mechanism as- claimed in claim 7,

wherein said light intercepting: means are made of

a silicon rubber material.

9. A lens barrel mechanism as claimed in claim 7,

wherein said light intercepting means are made of

a material to which a fluorine coating is applied.

Patentanspruche

1 . Linsentubusmechanismus fur eine Kamera, der fol-

gendes aufweist:

eine erste Linseneinheit (7a) und eine zweite

Linseneinheit (8a), die entlang einer gemeinsa-

men optischen Achse angeordnet sind;

eine erste Tubuseinheit (1), die so an der Ka-

mera befestigt sein kann, daB sie stationar ist;

eine zweite Tubuseinheit (2, 3), die innerhalb

der ersten Tubuseinheit (1) derart eingepaBt

ist, daB sie von der ersten Tubuseinheit in axia-

ler Richtung in einer geraden Linie entlang der

optischen Achse nach auBen bewegbar ist;

eine dritte Tubuseinheit (A, 5), die innerhalb der

zweiten Tubuseinheit (2, 3) derart eingepaBt

ist, daB sie von der zweiten.Tubuseinheit aus

in axialer Richtung in einer geraden Linie ent-

lang der optischen Achse nach auBen beweg-

bar ist, wobei die dritte Tubuseinheit (4, 5) die

zweite Linseneinheit (8a) halt;

5 eine vierte Tubuseinheit (6), die innerhalb- der

dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) derart eingepaBt ist,

daB sie von der dritten Tubuseinheit. aus in

axialer Richtung in einer geraden Linie. entlang

der optischen Achse nach auBen bewegbar ist,
•

w wobei die vierte Tubuseinheit die erste Linsen-

einheit (7a) halt; und

einen Antriebsmechanismus zum Bewegen

der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) von- der. zweiten

Tubuseinheit (2, 3) aus nach auBen und zum
is Bewegen der vierten Tubuseinheit (6) von der

dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) aus nach auBen zur

selben Zeit, zu welcher die zweite Tubuseinheit

(2, 3) von der ersten Tubuseinheit (1 ) aus nach

auBen bewegt wird;

20 wobei der Antriebsmechanismus einen ersten

Mechanismus (4a, 5b, 1 3) enthait, der die erste

Linseneinheit (7a) bewegt, die in der vierten Tu-

buseinheit (6) gehalten ist, entlang der opti-

schen Achse, und einen zweiten Mechanismus

25 (4b, 5c, 14), der die zweite Linseneinheit (8a)

bewegt, die in der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) ge-

halten wird, entlang der optischen Achse, wo-

bei der erste und derzweite Mechanismus mit

der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5). so verbunden-

30 - sind, daB der erste urid- der zweite Mechanis-

mus auf die Bewegung der dritten Tubuseinheit

(4, 5) nach auBen von der zweiten Tubuseinheit

(2, 3) hin gemeinsam mit Leistung versorgt und

v
. gefuhrt werden.

35

2. Linsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 1 , wobei

die dritte Tubuseinheit (4, 5) einen ersten Tubus (4)

und einen zweiten Tubus (5), der zusammen mit

dem ersten Tubus (4) bewegbar und in bezug auf •

40 den ersten Tubus (4) drehbar ist, aufweist, wobei

die Drehbewegung des zweiten Tubus (5) relaiiv

zum ersten Tubus (4) ein Bewegen der ersten und

der zweiten Linseneinheit (7a, 8a) verursacht.

45 3. Linsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 2, wobei

der erste Mechanismus (4a, 5b, 13) eine erste Nok-

keneinrichtung (4a) aufweist, die beim ersten Tubus

(4) der dritten Tubuseinheit .(4, 5) vorgesehen ist,

eine erste St ifte inrichtung (13), die bei der vierten

50 Tubuseinheit (6) vorgesehen ist und die in Eingriff

mit der ersten Nockeneinrichtung (4a) ist, und eine

Rippeneinrichtung (5b), die beim zweiten Tubus (5)

der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) vorgesehen ist und

die in Eingriff mit einer Vertiefungs- bzw. Nuteinrich-

55 tung ist, die bei dem zweiten Tubus (5)- der dritten

Tubuseinheit (4,. 5) vorgesehen ist.

4. Linsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 2 oder3,

r

10
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wobei der zweite Mechanismus (4b, 5c, 14) eine

zweite Nockeneinrichtung (4b) aufweist, die beim

ersten Tubus (4) der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) vor-

gesehen ist, eine zweite Stifteinrichtung (14), die

mit der ersten Linseneinrichtung (8a) verbunden ist 5

und die in Eingriff mit der zweiten Nockeneinrich-

tung (4b) ist, und eine verlangerte Locheinrichtung,

die beim zweiten Tubus (5) der dritten Tubuseinheit

(4, 5) vorgesehen ist und durch die zweite Stiftein-

richtung (14) durchdrungen ist. 10

5. Unsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 3 und 4,

wobei die erste und die zweite Nockeneinrichtung

. (4a, 4b) bei einer Innenfiache des- ersten Tubus (4)

der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) abwechseind ange- is

ordnet sind.

6. Unsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 5, wobei

die erste und die zweite Nockeneinrichtung (4a, 4b)

durch Nocken am Boden ausgebiidet sind. 20

7. Unsentubusmechanismus nach einem der voran-

gehenden Anspruche, wobei Lichterfassungsein-

richtungen (17, 18, 19), die durch Kompressionsfor-

men ausgebiidet sind, jeweiis. in einem jeweiiigen 25

. eines Spalts zwischen der ersten Tubuseinheit (1)

und der zweiten Tubuseinheit (2, 3), eines Spalts

zwischen der zweiten Tubuseinheit (2, 3) und der

dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) und eines Spalts zwi-

schen der dritten Tubuseinheit (4, 5) und der vierten 30

bewegbaren Tubuseinheit (6) vorgesehen sind.

8. Linsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 7, wobei

die Lichterfassungseinrichtungen aus einem Sili-

kongummimateriaf hergestellt sind. 35

9. Linsentubusmechanismus nach Anspruch 7, wobei

die Lichterfassungseinrichtungen aus einem Mate-

rial hergestellt sind, auf welches ein Fluorin-Mantel

aufgetragen ist. 40

Revendlcations

1 . Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif destine a un appa- <5

reil de prise de vues,.comprenant

une premiere unite d'objectif (7a) et une secon-

de unite d'objectif (8a) disposees le long d'un

axe optique commun, so

une premiere unite de bariilet (1) qui peut etre

fixee a I'appareil de prise de vues de facon a

etre immobile,

une seconde unite de barillet (2, 3) adaptee a

I'interieur de ladite premiere unite de barillet (1 ) ss

de facon a etre mobile hors de ladite premiere

unite de barillet axialement suivant une ligne

droite le long dudit axe optique,

une troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5) adaptee a

I'interieur de ladite seconde unite de barillet (2,

3) de facon a etre mobile hors de ladite seconde

. unite de barillet axialement suivant une ligne

droite le long dudit axe optique, ladite troisieme.

unite de barillet (4, 5) contenant ladite seconde

unite d'objectif (8a),

une quatrieme unite de barillet (6) adaptee a

I'interieur de ladite troisieme unite de barillet (4,

5) de facon a etre mobile hors de ladite troisie-

me unite de bariilet axialement suivant une-li-

gne droite le long. dudit axe optique, Padite qua-

trieme unite de barillet contenant ladite premie-

re unite d'objectif (7a), et

un mecanisme d'entratnement destine a depla-

cer ladite troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5) hors

de ladite seconde unite de barillet (2, 3) et des-

tine a deplacer ladite quatrieme unite de barillet

• (6) hors de ladite troisieme unite de barillet (4,

5) en meme temps que ladite seconde unite de

barillet (2, 3) est deplacee hors de ladite pre-

miere unite de bariilet (1 ),

. dans lequel ledit mecanisme d'entrainement

comprend un premier mecanisme (4a, 5b, 13) .

deplagant ladite premiere unite d'objectif (7a)

maintenue dans ladite quatrieme unite de ba-

rillet (6) le long de I'axe optique, et un second

mecanisme (4b, 5c, 1 4) deplagant ladite secon-

de unite d'objectif (8a) maintenue dans ladite

troisieme unite de bariilet (4, 5) le long de l!axe

optique, lesdits premier et second mecanismes

etant interconnects a ladite troisieme unite de

barillet (4, 5) de sorte que lesdits premier et se-

cond mecanismes soient actives et guides en

commun lors dudit deplacement de ladite troi-

sieme unite de barillet (4, 5) hors de ladite se-

conde unite de barillet (2, 3).

2. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif selon la revendica-

tion 1, dans lequel ladite troisieme unite de barillet

(4, 5) comprend un premier barillet (4) et un second

barillet (5) qui est mobile en meme temps que ledit

premier barillet (4) et peut tourner par rapport audit

premier barillet (4), dans lequel ledit mouvement de

rotation dudit second barillet (5) par rapport audit

premier barillet (4) provoque un depiacement des-

dites premiere et seconde unites d'objectif (7a, 8a).

3. Mecanisme de bariilei d'objectif selon la revendica-

tion 2, dans lequel ledit premier mecanisme (4a, 5b,

13) comprend un premier moyen de came (4a) dis-

pose au niveau dudit premier barillet (4) de ladite

troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5), un premier moyen

de broche (13) dispose au niveau de ladite quatrie-

me unit6 de barillet (6) et en prise avec ledit premier

moyen de came (4a), et un moyen de nervure (5b)

dispose au niveau dudit second barillet (5) de ladite

troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5) et en prise avec un

11
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moyen de rainure dispose au niveau dudit second

bariilei (5) de ladite troisieme unite de barillet.(4, 5).

4. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif selon la revendica-

tion 2 ou 3, dans lequel ledit second mecanisme s

(4b, 5c, 14) comprend un second moyen de came
(4b) dispose au niveau dudit premier. barillet (4) de

ladite troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5), un second

moyen de broche (14) relie audit premier moyen de-

ientilles (8a) et en prise avec ledit second moyen 10

de came (4b), et un moyen de trou allonge dispose

. au niveau dudit second barillet (5) de ladite troisie-

me unite de barillet (4, 5) etdans lequel penetre ledit

second moyen de broche (14).

15

5. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif seion les revendi-

cations 3 et 4, dans lequel lesdits premier et second

moyens de came (4a, 4b) sont disposes en alter-

nance au niveau d'une surface interieure dudit pre-

mier barillet (4) de ladite troisieme unite de bariilet 20

(4,5).

6. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif selon la revendica-

tion 5, dans lequel lesdits premier et second

moyens de came (4a, 4b) sont formes par des ca- 25

mes munies d'un fond.

7. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif selon Tune quei-

conque des revendications precedentes, dans le-

quel des moyens d'inierception de lumiere (17, 18, 30

1 9) formes par moulage par compression sont res-

pectivement prevus dans.chacun d'un intervalle en-

tre ladite premiere unite de barillet (1) et ladite se-

conde unite de barillet (2, 3), un intervalle entre^ la-

dite seconde unite de barillet (2, 3) et ladite troiste- 35

me unite de barillet (4, 5), et un intervalle entre ladite

troisieme unite de barillet (4, 5) et ladite quatrieme

unite de barillet mobile (6).

8. Mecanisme de bariiiei d'objectif selon la revendica- 40

tion 7, dans lequel lesdits moyens d' interception de

lumiere sont faits d'un materiau de caoutchouc au

silicone.

9. Mecanisme de barillet d'objectif selon la revendica- 45

tion 7, dans lequel lesdits moyens d'interception de

lumiere sont faits d'un materiau auquel est appliqu£

un revetement de fluor.

50

55
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